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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
1985 will be a landmark year in Washington wildland history. This year the
Forest Service must produce management plans for the next decade, and by law
(The National Forest Management Act of 1976) they must take public input in
their decisions. This decision comes at a critical point in Northwest
timber history. The NW timber industry is in trouble. Major timber mills
have shut down in Western Washington, and the industry has shifted its
frontiers to the mid-West and the Southeast. Canada subsidizes lumber and
paper exports to the U.S. further undercutting the local forest products
industry. Northwest logging companies required a massive congressional
"bailout" because they couldn't afford to harvest timber contracted several
years ago when the markets were good. Even the exported logs receive mixed
reviews. They get credit for keeping the ports busy, but blamed for
exporting jobs, and promoting local unemployment.
It is clear that the NW forest products industry is undergoing 1) rapid
change dictated by an international market for products, 2) changes in
technology that affect competitiveness and 3) competition from other parts
of the country and the world. All this comes when major academic and
Congressional studies have discovered that many US Forest Service timber
sales are dollar losers. Tax breaks (see the Seattle Times Post
Intelligencer, Sunday April 28, 1985, pg Dl) and the high cost of building
access roads to the wilderness where the trees live create a virtual
giveaway of our forests.
Finally, as noted in this issue of "The Wild Cascades", conservationists
are experiencing "public participation with a vengenace". All this means
that our hand is strengthened! Now is a time for vigorous action. Forest
plans for all Washington National Forests must be prepared by September 30,
1986.
What can we do? First, we must participate maximally in the preparation of
forest plans. These plans will determine what areas will be logged. We
must force the Forest Service to assess values other than the traditional
yield - values of soil and water erosion, wildlife, recreation and
wilderness. Second, we must insist that the Forest Service treat defaulted
timber sales as newly offered sales. New environmental assessments must be
prepared on the basis of more restrictive criteria.
We have the rarest of environmental opportunities - a second chance.
Hopefully, we can eliminate some of the high remote timber sales that we
fought earlier and lost. As you hike this summer, take notes and barage the
Forest Service with facts. There are highlands that are unsuitable for
reading and logging but they are no less loved by us.
Dave Fluharty

Cover picture reproduced from "Cascade Alpine Guide - Rainy Pass to Fraser River" Fred Beckey
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FOREST SERVICE OF THE FUTURE
PATRICK D. GOLDSWORTHY
In 1957 the North Cascades Conservation Council was created with the
dedicated purpose of protecting and preserving the wilderness, wildlife,
habitat, and natural scenic resource values of the Washington Cascades,
from the Columbia River to the U.S. - Canadian Border. During the next 28
years the Council became deeply involved with the management of these
resources by the 5 National Forests of the Cascade Mountain Range (Mt.
Baker, Snoqualmie, Wenatchee, Okanogan, and Gifford Pinchot). This
included creation of 3 Wildernesses (Glacier Peak, Pasayten and Alpine
Lakes).
In 1985 Congress designated, within the 4 National Forests of the Cascades
(Mt.
Baker and Snogualmie, being consolidated into one), 11 new
wildernesses (Boulder River, Clearwater, Glacier View, Henry M. Jackson,
Indian Heaven, Lake Chelan-Sawtooth, Mt. Baker, Noisy-Diobsud, Norse Peak,
Trapper Creek, and William 0. Douglas), in addition to the 5 previously
established Wildernesses (Glacier Peak, Pasayten, Alpine Lakes, Goat
Rocks, and Mt. Adams). Today, these same National Forests are busily
planning how to manage the lands and resources not included in these 16
Wildernesses.
Congress, by a series of Acts (Table I) has designated how the U.S. Forest
Service is to accomplish this comprehensive planning for the governing and
protection of the resources it administers. The Forest and Rangeland
Renewable Resources Planning Act (RPA) of 1974 both established a "process"
for developing an overall renewable resource policy for the nation and
initiated a long-term "planning procedure" for the nation's public and
private forest lands, in accordance with the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield
Act of 1960. This RPA "procedure" requires that the Forest Service (1)
prepare periodic "assessments" of the various supplies of our nations
renewable resources and the demands society is expected to put on them and
(2) develop a "program" setting specific multiple-use goals for the
national forests. The "assessments" are to be revised every 10 years and
the "programs" to be updated every 5 years.
Congress amended the RPA in 1976 by passage of the National Forest
Management Act (NFMA) which added a level of "detail" to the overall from
work of the RPA in order to insure environmentally sound resolution of
conflicts between different resource uses at the regional and individual
national
forest
levels. The NFMA
represents
over
a decade
of
conservationist efforts to correct forest management abuses of our national
forests. The NFMA and RPA, together, call for much greater attention and
protection to be given to fish, wildlife, recreation, soils, water quality,
and visual values in an attempt to reform the historic dominance of timber
production in our national forests. Under the law, the U.S. Forest Service
is to develop plans that reflect the NFMA and its regulations for each
national forest by 1985.
The 4 National Forests of the Cascades are now preparing Forest Plans, each
of which will offer approximately a half-dozen options, with one option
selected by each National Forest as its "preferred" Forest Plan. Included
will be what areas are to be designated for primitive recreation, roadless
off-road vehicle use, research, and logging. The 9 major "Issues, Concerns
and Opportunities" addressed in the Baker-Snoqualmie Forest Plan are:
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1. Adjacent and Intermingled Lands
2. Management of Roadless Areas Released by the Washington State
Wilderness Act of 1984
3. Timber Harvest Level
4. Recreation Opportunities and Conflicts
5. Effects of Timber Management and Related Activities
6. Water Quality and Municipal Watersheds
7. Wildlife, Fish, and Plant Diversity
8. Transportation System Development and Management
9. Native American Religious, Ceremonial, and Cultural Use
10. Wood Residue Management

Wilderness
Wilderness
planning.
a roadless
logging.

will not be a consideration since the passage of the Washington
Act prohibits adding more wilderness during this round of
However, the Forest Service will consider keeping some areas in
state for dispersed recreation and non-motorized uses, with no

The N3C leadership has been actively involved in the development of the
Forest Plans of the 4 National Forests of the Cascades. We are now at the
point where participation by as many N3C members as possible will very
shortly be needed to comment on the Draft EIS for the Forest Plans from Mt.
Baker-Snoqualmie, Wenatchee, Okanogan, and Gifford Pinchot National
Forests (Table II). Congress directed the U.S. Forest Service to provide
the public a voice in the planning of their national forests. In response,
the Forest Service has designed the "planning process" to contain many
opportunities for citizens toexpress their concerns. The greatest and
most effective opportunity is to comment on each Forest Plan.

TABLE I
NATIONAL FOREST PLANNING LEGISLATION

1960

-

passage of Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act

1964

-

passage of Wilderness Act

1974

-

passage of Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources
Planning Act (RPA) requires periodic assessment of
renewable resources
1975

-

1980

-

1990

-

(revise every 10 years)

requires periodic programing of multiple use goals

1975

1976

-

-

1980

-

1985*

-

(update every 5 years)

passage of National Forest Management Act (NFMA)

* (point of current action by U.S. Forest Service
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HOW N3C MEMBERS CAN HELP

1. Write to each National Forest, as an interested individual, and ask to
be placed on the forest planning mailing list and also request a copy of
each Forest Plan, when available:
a.

Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest Supervisor
1022 First Avenue, Seattle, Wa. 98104

b.

Wenatchee National Forest Supervisor
P.O. Box 811, Wenatchee, Wa. 98801

c.

Okanogan National Forest Supervisor
P.O. Box 950, Okanogan, Wa. 98840

d.

Gifford Pinchot National Forest Supervisor
500 West 12th St, Vancouver, Wa. 98660

2. Contact the N3C to help develop the Council's responses to the Forest
Plans (involves reading, writing, phoning, and mailing):
North Cascades Conservation Council
P.O. Box 45098
University Station
Seattle, Washington 98145-0098
David Fluharty - (day) 545-2518; (eve) 524-5499
Pat Goldsworthy
(day) 543-3414; (eve) 282-1644
Kathlene Learned
(eve) 323-3974
3. When you receive each Forest Plan it will contain a DEIS, the Plan
itself, and a summary. Look first at the map of the Forest Service's
"preferred alternative" which will divide the entire Forest into numbered
Management Areas. Noting the numerical areas you know, locate the
discussions of these areas in the "Management Areas" chapter of the Forest
Plan document. Write from your knowledge of the land include specific
comments of agreement or disagreement. Next, look at the "Management
Prescriptions" section and see if the resources you care about are fully
protected. Finally send your comments to each of the Forest Supervisors
with a copy to the N3C.
4. Please remember Congress has given each of us this rare opportunity to
shape the future of Forest Service management. Together, we can make our
National Forests better places for the enjoyment and use of this and
succeeding generations.
TABLE II
NATIONAL FOREST PLANNING SCHEDULE
National Forest

AMS*
(1985)

DEIS**
(1985)

FEIS***
(1986)

Mt.Baker-Snoqualmie

February

December

September

Wenatchee

February

October

September

Okanogan

March

November

September

Gifford Pinchot

April

December

September

*
**
***

Analysis of Management Situation
Draft Environmental Impact Statement of Forest Plan
Final Environmental Impact Statement of Forest Plan
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FIGHTING ON A NEW FRONT
IN THE WILDERNESS'
KEITH ERVIN

The Washington Wilderness Act of 1984 was supposed to be a peace treaty
between conservationists and the forest-products industry. That illusion
should be dropped along with romantic notions about Santa Claus and the
Easter Bunny.
Four months after President Reagan signed the law designating 1 million new
acres of wilderness in this state, the two sides are engaged in a new battle
as fierce and as important as that which led to passage of the Wilderness
Act.
The current struggle is being fought not in the cloakroom of Congress
but in the offices of the US Forest Service, where plans are being drafted
to guide the long range future of the Evergreen State's national forests.
At issue is the fate of the 1.5 million acres of roadless areas outside of
the designated "wilderness" lands which conservationists had sought for
wilderness designation but failed to get. When Congress passed he
Wilderness Act for this state, it specifically released those coveted lands
(along with an additional 1.1 million roadless acres not proposed for
wilderness) to be developed for logging and other mixed uses. But the
truce proved short-lived.
Those roadless areas have been a sore point for the timber industry because
they have been withheld from timber sales for the past seven years while
wilderness legislation was being considered. Now that the wilderness
issue has been resolved — at least for now -- industry executives say it's
time to get logging under way. But conservationists, anxious to keep key
areas available for designation as wilderness in the 1990s, argue that
logging should be allowed only in areas that weren't proposed for
wilderness. Under federal law, roaded areas become ineligible for
wilderness protection since they are no longer unspoilded.
Many conservationists and some Forest Service employees worry that the
agency has quietly adopted a cynical policy of punching new logging roads
into the more remote roadless areas for the sole purpose of preempting
further wilderness designation. In the light of past practices and massive
road building plans in the Rockies, there would seem to be some basis for
that fear.
Over the next decade and a half, the Forest Service expects to build some
$3-billion worth of roads to support timber sales. Two-thirds of that
effort will be in the Rocky Mountain states of Montana, Idaho, and northern
Wyoming. Building lengthy roads to accommodate 18-wheel logging trucks
is, in many cases, a better deal for the lumber companies than for the
taxpaying public. Roads are the largest expense involved in timber
harvesting. A recent General Accounting Office study found that the Forest
Service lost money on 301 timber sales while turning a profit on only 209
sales -- for a total loss of $18 million — in the Rockies in 1981 and 1982.
The Forest Service is legally required to sell timber for no less than its
market value, but the law does not explicity require the agency to break
even on the deal.
(In Washington and Oregon, meanwhile, high timber prices
and productive forests have kept most timber sales profitable.)
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Assistant Secretary of Agriculture John Crowell Jr., the man who has guided
the Forest Service for the past three-and-a-half years, defends such belowcost timber sales as necessary to maintain a plentiful supply of lumber for
the construction industry. Crowell's determination to exploit the
roadless areas wasn't moderated by a federal appeals court ruling that the
Forest Service's Roadless Area Review and Evaluation process (RARE II)
failed to stand the test of law. In a memo to Forest Service Chief Max
Peterson last year, Crowell directed "that timber sales and other
activities not be held up or withdrawn merely because of the threat of
appeal or lawsuit relying on the 9th Circuit [Court] decision. It is
important that the Forest Service put those who wish to halt development
activities in the position of actually having taken the necessary steps to
do so."
Crowell's preference for the interests of logging firms above legal
niceties is no surprise. Before going into government, he spent more than
25 years as general counsel for Louisiana Pacific, the largest firm
harvesting timber in the national forests. Crowell recently announced his
intention to resign his present post, but there is no reason to believe his
departure will cause an about-face in the direction of the Reagan
administration's Forest Service.
Suspicions about the government's backcountry policies have been
heightened by anonymous phone calls made to major national media and
environmental groups by present and former Forest Service employees. One
of those callers, nicknamed "Deep Root" by the press, alleges a conspiracy
between the government and industry to build hugh road networks in the
forests in order to block future additions to wilderness.
Some members of the coalition that put together the Washington wilderness
proposl believe the Forest Service has a history of using forest roads as a
gerrymandering tool. Tom Campion of the Seattle Audubon Society is
convinced that the logging road which parallels the northern boundary of
Mount Rainier National Park along Chenuis Creek was put there to prevent
northward expansion of the Park. (The road may have blocked park expansion
but it didn't stop Congress from designating more than 14,000 acres of the
Clearwater River watershed just across the road as wilderness this year.)
Jim Blomquist, Northwest representative of the Sierra Club, points to maps
showing how several new wilderness areas in Oregon had to be drawn around
forest roads which point to the hearts of those areas like daggers.
Blomquist's associate Bill Arthur worries about the proposed timber sales
crowding around the Washington portion of the new Wenaha-Tuccannon
Wilderness in the Umatilla National Forest, a wilderness that straddles the
Washington-Oregon border. "I have difficulty drawing any conclusion other
than that they are taking the opportunity to limit future wildernsss,"
Arthur says.
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The Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest provides a good local example of
the new range war. Its 1985-89 "action plan" calls for major roadbuilding
and logging projects in roadless areas. Until now, there have been only
scattered salvage harvests of damaged timber in those unroaded but nonwilderness-designated areas. Under the five year action plan, 23.6 miles
of roads would be built in 1985 to support 102 million board-feet of timber
sales (or about two-fifths of that national forest's total harvest). In
1986 roadless area activity would jump to 42 miles of new roads and 169
million board feet of harvesting.
The action plan is a good indicator of th Forest Service's general direction
but probably not an accurate predictor of the immediate future. Not only
was the plan prepared before passage of the Wilderness Act; it also fails
to take into account the effect of other legislation passed this year. The
Timber Relief Act bails out timber companies which contracted to pay
premium prices for timber in the national forests and are now in danger of
defaulting on those contrcts. Up to 75 companies will be eligible to get
out of their contracts in the roadless areas next spring. The Forest
Service, after receiving partial payment on those contracts, will be able
to sell the timber to other contractors — thus reducing the need for
development of roadless areas. Timber harvesting also will be restricted
by new legal limits on the amount of timber under contract. No new timber
sales will be allowed in Washington or Oregon until the amount of timber
under contract drops from $18.2 billion board feet to 12.3 billion.
The Mount Baker Snoqualmie National Forest has responded to the Wilderness
Act by reducing planned timber sales by one-fifth. But that "allowable
harvest" is still highly tentative, subject to Relief Act buybacks,
contracted-timber limits, and the upcoming long-range forest management
plan.
To meet harvesting quoas, Foret Supervisor J.D. MacWilliams told an
industry group last month that he expects to use a combination of Relief Act
resales and logging in now-virgin forest lands. The reason the Forest
Service plans to move into roadless areas isn't to preempt future
wilderness additions, explains Mount Baker-Snoqualmie spokesman Ron
DeHart. Rather, roadless area timber sales are needed in order to prevent
overcutting in areas already roaded. "You could have beautiful areas where
it's roadless now and have it totally clearcut everywhere else," DeHart
observes.
That's a reasonable argument in general terms, but until Mount BakerSnoqualmie and Washington's five other national forests release drafts of
their 10- to 15- year management plans next fall, it remains unknown how
many miles of roads will be punched into hitherto untouched areas, and
where. Already conservationists and representatives of the timber
industry are attempting to infleunce that plan. Already the Forest Service
is bracing for appeals and lawsuits.
How much wilderness is enough? With 42 percent of the Mount BakerSnoqualmie National Forest already in wilderness, how much more must be
preserved from the chainsaws? For Mike Sullivn, vice president of the
Indusrial Forestry Association, the limit has been reached. To maintain
a healthy timber industry, he insists, the Forest Srevice must be willing to
take the heat and sell timber right up to the wilderness boundaries. "This
whole buffer thing could go on forever," he says "buffer on buffer on
buffer. You have to draw the line somewhere." If the government
ultimately accepts conservtionists' wilderness package in toto, Sullivan
estimates the amount of harvstable timber in the state would drop 12 to 15
percent. For the smaller timber companies and mills dependent on public
lands, Sullivan's figures spell disaster.
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Industry's doom-and-gloom scenario is not shared by conservationists.
They point out that loggers' immediate problems are caused by a depressed
housing market and by tough Canadian competition —not by a reduced land
base. If the wilderness were expanded to include the full 2.5 million
acres proposed by conservationists, they say, Washington's timberland base
would be reduced only 3.9 percent and harvests by 3 percent. Those losses,
it is argued, could be more than off-set by Relief Act buybacks, and
improved methods of harvesting and reforesting. Moreover, only a fraction
of the recently designated wilderness areas were capable of commercial
harvesting (70,000 of he 350,000 new wilderness acres in Mount BakerSnoqualmie).
For conservationists and loggers alike, the roadless areas now in disput
are in some waysmore valuable than the wilderness areas recently
designated. They have more merchantable timber and they offer more
importan fish and wildlife habitats. Extensive cutting in those mounain
lowlands couldhurt the slmon fishery more than ithelps the timber industry,
conservtionists argue.
That raises another sore point. Even thought the national forests are to
be managed for "multiple uses," most of their budget goes to timber
management. "Since the end of World War II," says Seattle-Audubon Society
vice president Rick Rutz, "the budgets for everything except roading and
timber have been going down in real terms. The budgets for roading and
timber have been going up very strongly. You look at the staffs and they're
almost all timber people. You look at what people are concerned with;
they're concerned with harvesting timber. Anything which would preclude
that or- inhibit that in any way is done at a minimum."
The Forest Service has imposed progressively stricter environmental
constraints on logging, however. Mount Baker-Snoqualmie recently removed
117,000 acres of high elevation mountain hemlock from commercial logging
because of replanting difficulties. Another 30,000 acres may be declared
off limits in order to protect the northern spotted owl.
All this dramatizes the fact that the Forest Service has a tough job. It
must not, on the one hand, turn the national forests into a giant tree farm
for industry's benefit. On the other hand, the forests play a vital and
legitimate role in meeting the nation's timber needs. They are more than a
playground for Yuppie backpackers.
Forest Service employees, by and large, want to see their agency strike a
reasonable balance between those competing uses. A few foresters are
turning into "Deep Roots" because they perceive the administration to be
tipping the balance too strongly in industry's direction. Evenhanded
policies aren't exactly the hallmark of an administration that put Anne
Burford in charge of the environment, James Watt in charge of the parks, and
John Crowell in charge of the forests. In the current climate, then, any
reasonable balance of uses in the roadless raeas will be struck only so long
as the public keeps a close eye on forests' emerging management plans, even
in the years after the great peace treaty of 1984.

•Reprinted with permission from The Weekly, December 12-18, 1984
Keith Ervin, Staff Writer and David Brewster, Editor
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A WILDERNESS
MOUNTAIN

VALLEY

HUTS

ARE

LOST!
NEXT

PATRICK D. GOLDSWORTHY
Noting the success of helicopter associated skiing in Canada, several
operators decided to try to introduce heliskiing into Washington's North
Cascades. Following
the U.S. Forest Services
review
of
several
applications, the Liberty Bell Alpine Tours of Mazama, Washington was
issued temporary permits in 1983 and 1984 for heliskiing within the
Wenatchee and Okanogan National Forests, including the wilderness valley of
Cedar Creek. This valley, because of this non-wilderness use permitted in
it by the Forest Service, was excluded from inclusion in the Washington
Wilderness Act of 1984.
Now Liberty Bell Alpine Tours is seeking permission to take the next step.
It wishes to build a "hut" to be used for both winter heliskiing and summer
helihiking and heliclimbing. These promoters however, visualize this as
only the first in a possible series of "huts" they might erect. Forest
Service authorization of this "hut", added to an extension of the
helicopter skiing permit, would be a major, disastrous step toward
degrading the remote wilderness lands of the Okanogan National Forest as
well as, possibly, similar lands in other Washington national forests.
Eric Sandford, the heliskiing entrepreneur of the Mazama Country Inn, and
owner of Liberty Bell Alpine Tours, plans to establish remote mountain
"huts" for his guests' winter and summer use. He proposes to build his
first "hut" on a 7400 foot elevation ridge between Early Winters Creek and
West Fork of Cedar Creek, adjacent to Kangaroo, Snagtooth Ridges and 2 miles
southwest of Silver Star Mountain. The hut would sleep 11 people and be
used by cross country skiers for 6 months (December through May) and by
hikers and climbers in the summer and fall.
Originally, Liberty Bell and the Forest Service anticipated approval and
installation of the "hut" prior to the 1984-85 winter season. However,
because of the amount of public input received and the number of issues
raised the Forest Service delayed their approval, pending an environmental
analysis. This will be completed this winter and will more completely
evaluate the impact. The analysis will:
(1) decide whether or not the
"hut" will be approved and, if it is, under what conditions; (2) determine
if an even more in depth environmental impact statement is needed; (3)
address the concerns and questions raised in the public comment; (4) list
any possible mitigating measures for reducing impacts on conflicts caused
by the "hut". The Forest Service decision on the "hut" will not be made
until after the analysis process is complete.
Among the public comments causing the Forest Service to stop and more
thoroughly evaluate the impacts of the proposed "hut", were those from "The
Wilderness Society": "Is it wise to encourage dispersed man-made
recreational structures in this environment? It will be difficult to say
no to future proposals;" The Mountaineers: "Rather than consider the
approval of a single "hut" in the environmental assessment, we feel the
proposed hut system should be addressed as a whole;" R.J. Brooks: ....
both the wilderness elimination of Cedar Creek Valley and the "hut"
proposal are infuriating. It is a lovely walk in the summer and it doesn't
need the intrusion of a "hut". I can't visualize the Forest Service
logging or building a road up Cedar Creek for the few relic large trees in
the valley".
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Harvey Manning firmly states: "Helicoptering is, in its way, even more
destructive (than exploration of the back country by mortorcycle and
snowmobile) . To be sure, it doesn't scar the land, only noises-up the sky.
But it puts people in minutes where they otherwise could not get except in
hours — or days — and thus degrades the wildernss .... it is distinctly
elitist, for the wealthy, and not accessible to the average person ... I
strenuously oppose helicoptering on Silver Star Mountain. This range of
peaks and the valley of Cedar Creek are of extremely high quality as
wilderness — the more so because trails in the area are few and a hiker can
strike off cross-country and find alpine nooks with sure and certain
solitude - so what's the fun of getting to the place by foot - and finding a
dang "hut"? People who want that sort of sport can afford to go to
Switzerland (or Canada) and should. I know people who have come from
Switzerland to our mountains to get away from the "huts".
Fred Beckey: "As one who knows the area in concern intimately — possibly
better than anyone else, since I made most of the first ascents in the
Liberty Bell locale, and on Kangaroo Ridge, Snagtooth Ridge, and Mt. Silver
Star in the 1940s and 1950s, and have since studied the region intensively
for the publication in my Cascade Alpine Guide — I am concerned than any
possible hut intrusion in this de facto wilderness area would be both a
serious planning error and an intrusion into a sound management plan for
this region. Any hut building for either public or private usage in this
high country area would have grave impact, and it would negate the primitive
aspect of the area.

reproduced from "Cascade Alpine Guide - Rainy Pass to Fraser River
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It is my firm belief that helicopter operations in this area, both in summer
and winter, have a very detrimental effect on the quality of a wilderness
experience to those who have not used mechanical means to enjoy their
mountain visit. For summer mountaineering and hiking, a hut is completely
unnecessary — and it is a scenic and unnatural blight. They bring more
users into a focus area and they add to the impact of trampling of fragile
ground after the snowmelt. The Cascades have a different tradition than
either the Alps or the Canadian mountains. The tradition here both in
summer and winter has always included the cross country approach. Let us
keep it that way."
The North Cascades Conservation Council is opposed to a "proposed hut", as
an extension of its long established record (since 1957) of opposing
construction of new back country structures (huts, shelters, platform
tents, etc) in the Wildernss and National Parks of the North Cascades of
Washington. The N3C is further opposed to the suggestion that this first
"proposed hut" might become part of a "system in the future" or even "a good
starting situation for experimental huts in the area."
The North Cascades Conservation Council has always proposed Wilderness
designation for the unroaded portions of the Early Winters Creek and Cedar
Creek drainages. Though these specific lands are currently defacto
wildernesses, the N3C recommends that they be managed as wilderness at all
times, except when and where helicopter skiing is expressly permitted in
the Cedar Creek drainage. Washington's Congressional Delegation, with the
express wish of Congressman Sid Morrison, chose to exclude the entire Cedar
Creek drainage from Wilderness designation, specifically to accomodate
winter helicopter skiing use. The N3C can not accept this action and shall
seek future legislation to add Cedar Creek drainage to the Lake ChelanSawtooth Wilderness, where, we contend, it properly belongs. Meanwhile,
the fact that these drainages remain as defacto-wilderness, due to
political manuvering, rather than being designated Wilderness, does not
alter the remote, rugged, pristine character of the region. To allow
construction of even one "hut" let alone the envisioned "system of huts",
would have a major negative impact upon the experience of visitors that
anticipate a wilderness, rather than a developed experience.
Now that Alpine Tours has created a market of those affluent enough to
afford their services, Alpine Tours obviously wishes to expand its market
from winter time users when there is minimal conflict with other users of
the area, to summer time users, when there are certain to be conflicts. The
impacts already existing in traditional summer mountaineering climbing
courses areas should remain there and not proliferate into remote defacto
wilderness areas. The tradition of mountaineering in the North Cascades
and Olympics has always included the cross country approach as well as the
climb itself. The enormous volume of visitation on Mt. Rainier is of an
entirely different order of magnitude and can not be used as a comparative
justification for the "proposd Hut".
The North Cascades Conservation Council considers the Liberty Bell Alpine
Tours proposal to construct this small hut in this remote defacto
wilderness to be a major environmental action which may well set a precedent
for other similar areas in the North Cascades. Consequently, the impact,
desirability, and undesirability of the proposed hut must be given
extremely careful scrutiny by all other concerned users and user groups
before constuction and operation of the proposed hut is authorized or
denied by the Okanogan National Forest.
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APPEAL DELAYS
KANGAROO RIDGE HUT
On April 2, 1985 Larry Tripp, District Ranger, Winthrop Ranger District,
Okanogan National Forest "decided to permit Liberty Bell Alpine Tours, to
expand their existing helicopter skiing and outfitter guide service to
include the Kangaroo Ridge hut as part of their operations".
On May 20th the North Cascades Conservation Council and the Sierra Club
appealed this decision. They requested administrative review of the
Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact issued by Larry Tripp.
They requested the Forest Supervisor of the Okanogan National Forest to (1)
reverse the Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact, (2)
direct preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement, (3) deny issuance
of the proposed special use permit, and (4) stay the decision to issue the
special use permit until completion of the administrative review process
and satisfication of all resulting requirements. On May 28th Forest
Supervisor, William D. McLaughlin, granted the stay implementing the
Decision, during the appeal period.
On June 2nd the N3C and Sierra Club filed with the Forest Supervisor a
Statement of Reasons, based upon violations of the National Forest
Management Act, the Washington State Wilderness Act, and the National
Environmental Policy Act. Within 30 days Larry Tripp, the deciding
officer, will prepare a responsive statement for review and reply by the N3C
and the Sierra Club.
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Reprinted with permission from Fred Beckey. Cascade Alpine Guide
Climbing and High Routes Rainy Pass to Fraser River, The
Mountaineers, 1981, p. 231.
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MT. B A K E R :
AGONY AND EGSTAGY
HOWARD R. APPOLLONIO
Chairman Mt. Baker Wilderness Association
Reflecting on Mt. Baker and the 1984 Wilderness Act, I find myself in a
quandary. Should we be grateful or angry?
It has been nearly 80 years since the first proposal to protect this land.
Conservationists consider it axiomatic that the area should be protected.
Yet, when the Mt. Baker Wilderness proposal went before Congress in 1981 it
was greeted with zero chance of success — not even one acre! "Political
reality" saw too many acres and too many resource conflicts. Even now it is
implied that we should be happy that we got anything. Well, we are
grateful. We have a lot to be thankful for, but we can take nothing for
granted. Mt. Baker's importance is firmly established. Favorite haunts
have been protected, but doubts remain, and ecstacy is replaced by agony
as we remember what we lost. The package is fractured and incomplete once
the shiny gift wrapping is gone.
Looking back in perspective, it is clear that Mt. Baker's time was right.
There was public pressure on our Congressional delegation. However,
mainly, they gave us the easy acres, although there were a few noteworthy
exceptions. They left out the forests and called it conflict resolution.
We called it other things.
Now, we need to look at a key philosophical fact in Wilderness protection:
Large portions of any candidate area are virtually self-protecting because
they are devoid of exploitable resources. This leaves critical areas in a
ragged low perimeter. Such lower elevation zones are not just economically
valuable, they are also ecologically sensitive. This is the real conflict.
Around Mt. Baker, they protected the "safe" terrain. The controversial
zone saw a different result.
North of Mt. Baker Highway the Forest Service has all but written off timber
production in the Wilderness Proposal Area. This northern section was
largely preserved — except for the last-minute loss of Mt. Sefrit and
Damfino Creek clearly because they might someday be reconsidered as
commercially viable. Prominent, well known portions of Mt. Baker and the
Twin Sisters were protected, but for the most part their forested flanks
were not. The pleasant surprise was southeast of Baker Lake. This area
could easily have been dismissed as a geographical outcast, even though
Watson Lakes provided a potent rallying point. Yet, omitted and requiring
inclusion were Anderson Lakes, the Baker Lake shore, and the lower Diobsud
Creek area. And, across the lake, why not include the Shuksan Lake area?
Now, we are in a holding action, to protect deserving areas for future
consideration. In the background, we hear trucks, chainsaws, and
bulldozers. The Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie Forest
Service, increasingly
responsive, is awaiting public input for its management plan which may
determine the use of this area for the next 10-15 years. You can affect
this decision and as you hike and write consider the following information,
excerpted from material presented during our delegation's final round of
negotiations on the Washington Wilderness Act of 1984:
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Additional road access on the lower slopes of the Twin Sisters would
threaten fragile areas with future overcrowding. There is only a
small amount of forest there, but the land is rich in other resources.
There are vital elk and spotted owl habitats on the South Fork of the
Nooksack, and important spotted owl habitat and Native American
cultural sites on the Middle Fork of the Nooksack. Both these
watersheds support important fish runs and provide essential scenic
qualities from popular recreation sites at Baker Pass, Park Butte,
Elbow Lake, and the Mt. Baker and Twin Sisters climbing routes.
The watersheds of Warm and Wallace Creeks demand protection as well.
These too are prime habitat for old-growth dependant wildlife and
vital to water quality and fish habitat. A central issue is this
area's importance to Native Americans throughout the region. It is
probably their most sacred ground and it is the last scrap left to
local tribes who have been continually pushed back. We cannot leave
them with only one drainage, with no backup if that one is damaged.
This area is also visually important to climbers on Mt. Baker and the
Twin Sisers. Yes, there is forest there too, but well worth the price
to forego. We have already conceded much more land nearby to the
north. We encourage continued primitive, trail-less, unpromoted
status for those sites.
At the lower end of Diobsud Creek, Wilderness protection should extend
to the present roadless area boundary between the parallel ridges from
Helen and Diobsud Buttes. Fisheries protection is a major concern for
this stream, and we should include its entire length. Recreationally
and scenically we should protect the all-season lowland trail that
provides a lovely forest walk. This area is also a USFS designated
Spotted Owl Management Area (SOMA).
We feel it would be a disaster to forego protection of the lower Noisy,
Silver, and Hidden Creek drainages along the shores of Baker Lake.
This is a vital fish habitat and home to families of spotted owls and
bald eagles. Moreover, these drainages are key elements of the beauty
and appeal of extremely popular Baker Lake. Degradation of those
forested slopes could seriously damage this recreational resource.
Scott Paper is anxious to sell or trade its inholding there, and now is
a buyer's market.
It is important to stop further development in the Anderson Lakes
area, already too popular to accommodate easier access. Visible
slopes to the west near Welker Peak and along the northern ridgeline
also need protection.
Less critical, but still very important are the following:
Loomis Mtn., is even now threatened by a planned timber sale even
though it is too steep and a poor prospect for reforestation. In its
natural state it is a splendid piece of terrain. It supports a USFS
designated Spotted Owl Management Area (SMOA), and is an integral part
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of the very popular Baker Pass/Park Butte visitor area.
The lower portions of the Boulder Creek drainage and the slopes around
Shuksan Lake should be managed for their recreational resources, which
are a great value to visitors in the Baker Lake Basin and hikers along
the trails in this area.
The plateau between Helen Buttes and popular Sauk Mtn. has a very
unique attribute: It is a place to see wildlife. There are abundant
deer and bear in a truly natural setting which is better than any site
that I am aware of in the North Cascades. If the area is logged and
roaded this resource will vanish. The southfacing slopes are
visually important, a conspicuous part of the scenery for users of the
North Cascades Highway, and they contain a major trail to Helen
Buttes. The inholdings there are DNR and City of Seattle. Both are
very willing to sell or trade.
Visual concerns dominate the interest in extending protection to the
north slopes of Slate and Barometer Mtns., Church Mtn., east of the
summit, and the valley west of the Boundary Trail. All are important
to the aesthetic integrity of adjacent heavily used areas. The Forest
Service has not served these needs properly in similar sites nearby.
We feel that an important sense of natural continuity would be served
by some protective classification looser than Wilderness for a few
minor roadend fingers: Twin Lakes, Ruth Creek, Baker River, North,
Middle and South Fork Nooksack as shown on the accompanying map.
Vehicles and logging might continue in these developed areas, but
governed by tighter guidelines to minimize their impact.
The Mt. Baker National Recreational Area could be a two-edged sword.
NRAs lack a predictably reliable body of law to insure that the
intended protection will be delivered. Their flexibility to be
tailored to specific needs is both attractive and unsettling. With
Wilderness we know clearly what the designation means, and that it
will meet the needs for the areas in question. NRA's with much more
auspicious starts have been prostituted by competing users and watered
down by controlling adminstrative agencies to provide little
protection of natural values.

These are specific problem areas within the larger context of our Mt. Baker
Wilderness proposal. We still advocate incorporating the entire proposal
as written and mapped in June, 1983. That proposal already represented a
series of compromises with maximal resolution of competing user interests
and to an exceptionally reasonable degree. Hence we would want to hear a
strong case made before deviating from the original proposal's position.
We must now attempt to protect those areas omitted from the Washington
Wilderness Act of 1984 by urging the Forest Service to manage them for their
recreational, wildlife, fishing, and scenic values. The Mt. BakerSnoqualmie National Forest is preparing its management plan for this area
and is seeking public input. We need to urge them to protect those areas
which were omitted from the Washington Wilderness Act of 1984 and to
increase protection of the adjacent developed areas to make the whole a more
coherent entity.
Thanks to all for past and future support. Thanks to the battle weary. We
won a victory with WWI, but now is the time to pick up and and go at it again.
Howard R. Apollonio, Chairman
Mt. Baker Wilderness Association
June 6, 1985
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OF FEET AND WHEELS
YOUR TAX DOLLARS AT WORK
IRA SPRING
In these recent years, while the Forest Service has been asking for help
from citizen volunteers in maintaining trails, and some trails have simply
been abandoned for lack of funds, I have been puzzled by the number of
trails already in fine condition for hiking being "improved" for
motorcycles, obviously with the expenditure of a lot of money. Researching
Forest Service records, I found that a number of times as much as $50,000 or
$100,000, — once even $200,000 — had been spent on individual trails to
turn them into motorcycle paths.
However, when I complained to the Forest Service that some of the money
should be spent reopening popular car campgrounds that had been abandoned
for lack of funds, building bridges for hikers, and upgrading some of the
heavily used horse trails where the tread had been beaten to death, I was
told they couldn't do that because the money was coming from the ORV Fund of
the State of Washington Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation (IAC)
as the result of unclaimed gas tax used by ORVs. I couldn't understand
that. After all, motorcycles use only one or two gallons of gas a day on
the trails and could scarcely contribute, in a day, more than 20 cents or,
at most, 50 cents to the state in gas taxes, and no matter how many there
seem to be, there couldn't be enough motorcycles to pay for the kind of
trail conversions I saw in progress.
Checking at the State House in Olympia, I found that in 1974 the State
Department of Licensing made a survey and determined that 4.6 percent of all
gas purchasd in the state was for "off-road" recreational travel. Assuming
"off-road travel" meant ORV travel, the Legislature decided it was unfair
to purchasers of this gas to have their taxes go entirely to maintenance of
"roads". Consequently, legislation was passed to give 1 percent of all
state gas tax money to the IAC (a coordinating organization mainly set up to
receive federal funds and apportion them among state, country, and local
parks and recreation agencies). Three-fourths of the 1 percent was
specified to be spent for "ORV" use.
Checking further, I discovered that a "road" was defined by the Department
of Licensing as "state-funded highways and roads". No Forest Service road,
nor even any Department of Natural Resources road, not even the paved roads
in Mount Rainier, are "roads"! Every time a family sedan is on any of these
roads, even if it's paved and four-lane, it is considered to be engaged in
"off-road travel". If the ORV money were fairly allocated, that 1 percent
could go far to provide trailheads, picnic grounds, campgrounds, or even to
fix a few of these "non-roads" to let family sedan get to a trailhead rather
than parking miles short of the start of the trail.
Certainly, hikers, hunters, fishermen, and families looking for a spot to
picnic outnumber the actual ORVs by many times over. But they have been
subsidizing the ORVers! Our money is being spent to degrade our outdoor
experience to the tune of over $3,000,000. a year!. (This is not counting
the ORV license fees, which amount to only $164,000 a year, hardly enough to
finance the sort of trail conversions now in progress.)
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Early on, in the 1970s, the money was used to develop "ORV parks" on state or
county or private land, but ORVs en masse are so disruptive, to use a
euphemism, that everyone ever subjected to having an ORV in the
neighborhood has complained bitterly, and finding sites for new ones has
become virtually impossible. For example, in the late 1970s King Country
Parks put an ORV specialist (a dirt-biker) on their payroll specifically to
find a site in the country for an ORV park, and he drew up a list of some two
dozen sites. However, the only site that did no arouse a storm of protests
was a garbage dump (the sea gulls and crows were not questioned). King
County therefore turned back to the State the funds it had been allocated.
There was so much money in the ORV fund that in 1978 the IAC turned to the
Forest Service to help spend it. In the last six years the Forest Service
has been given about $2,500,000 of state funds - our money - to ruin our (and
the nation's - these are federal lands) trails. The Forest Service
justifies these expenditures as improving "multiple-use trails" for
everyone. However, encouraging motorcycles discourages hikers, so
multiple use becomes "single-use motorcycle trails".
In the European Alps all trails are closed to motorcycles. Even trails and
roads used by farmers and foresters are closed to recreational use by
motors. Even in Japan, where most of the machines come from, they are kept
on a much tighter leash than here. Only in America ...
but, ONLY IN AMERICA do letters to public officials do so much good. There
are, in the State of Washington, approximately 350,000 self-propelled
hikers and approximatley 15,000 motorized trail users. With so
overwhelming a disproportion, why do hikers have any problems? The answer
is simple. The motorcycle people have lobbyists who are well paid by the
ORV industry. The hikers must speak for themselves, must take up their
pens - their pencils - their typewriters - their wordprocessors - their
telephones. With whatever, speak! Voice (or better yet write) your
opinions on how trails should be used to your Congressmen with a copy to the
Regional Forester, Region 6, USFS, 319 S.W. Pine Street, P.O. Box 3623,
Portland, Oregon 97208.
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OF FEET AND
AND

THREE

WHEELS

QUESTIONS

IRA SPRING
BACKGROUND:
The general estimate of people using Forest Service trails in the State of
Washington is: 10,000 horse riders, 18,000 motorcyclists, 350,000 hikers
and an unknown number of people using short nature trails.
Trails are fast becoming an endangered species. In the 1950s there were
127,283 miles of Forst Service trails in the United States and only 107,731
miles of Forest Service roads. However, by 1983 trails had declined 23
percent to 98,825 miles and roads had increased 300 percent to 321,000
miles.
While the number of hikers has grown in the Northwest and nationwide, hikers
have already lost 23 percent of the trails to road-building, and to
accommodate more logging, the Forest Service could easily destroy another
10 to 20 percent in the next 10 years. In addition, there is another 30
percent loss from the Forest Service's dedication to "a wide spectrum of
recreational opportunities". That is, "multiple use trails" which the
Forest Service is improving to encourage motorcycle use. In some areas
trails are already so heavily used by motorcycles that hikers have been
displaced. If the Forest Service continues to encourage ORV use, hikers
will be displaced from most of the multiple use trails and if ever the ORVs
outnumber hikers, from the Wilderness too.
We are not going to get rid of ORVs and motorcycles as they have become too
deeply entrenched in the past 20 years, but their proliferation can be
stopped. There are three questions hikers should ask their congressmen:
SHOULD MOTORCYCLES BE ON TRAILS?
ARE MOTORCYCLES IN CONFLICT WITH OTHER USERS?
IS THERE ENOUGH SPACE AND MONEY TO ACCOMMODATE MOTORCYCLES ON FOREST
SERVICE TRAILS?
The first two are philosophical questions the Forest Service has heard many
times. The third question is something the Forest Service is probably
struggling with, so perhaps they, as well as the congressmen, will listen.
NO. 1

SHOULD MOTORCYCLES BE ON HIKING TRAILS?

On 90% (my rude estimate) of Washington State's land surface there is no
point more than a few hundred yards from the nearest motorized access, via
one or another of some 74,792 miles of wheeled route.
An objective judge of the situation surely would have to say there is no
shortage of room to roll wheels, whether at the high speeds on pavement
thought entertaining by some, or at the somewhat lower (but rarely slow)
speeds of dirt-bikers, mud-runners, brush-bushers, enduro-bikers, and the
like. Yet the wheelers do not rejoice in having access to 90% of the State,
they complain at being excluded from 10%. They say, "We have our rights
too. We want the same experiences hikers get. We want the same views."
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Well, of course they have rights, both as to where they travel and their
means of travel. However, the two must be separated. In 90% of the world
they can travel on wheels as the law allows. In the remaining 10% they have
the same rights hikers do — they can get off their motors and enjoy the
peace and quiet of the wilds.
As to "wanting the same experiences hikers get," unless they get off their
wheels that's a foolish demand. There's no way to travel on a noisy machine
at 10 to 25 mph and get the same experience as a quiet hiker traveling 2 or 3
mph. The hiker has the physical challenge of traveling under his own
power, has time to be scolded by noisy squirrels in the silent forest, to
look at plants, and fill his lungs with air untainted by the reek of
hydrocarbons. As a fringe benefit — maybe the most important — hikers
strengthen their hearts, lungs, and legs. The sorry fact of the matter is,
for many motorcyclists the only thrill of wilderness travel is the very act
of dodging roots and rocks on a narrow trail at 25 mph, surely a stimulating
challenge, and not only to the motorcyclist but to the hiker on the same
trail trying to avoid being run down or racketed to distraction or halfasphyxiated by exhaust.
The riders' "story" is that most trails are closed to machines. The
reverse is true. Even after the 1984 Washington Wilderness Act only 45% of
the trail miles in Washington State are protectd, in national parks and
dedicated Wilderness areas. What of the other 55%, containing some of the
best family hiking? Already half of these are open to ORVs. Whether they
are open or closed to ORVs is the sole decision of the U.S. Forest Service,
which in practice means the district manager.
NO. 2

ARE MOTORCYCLES IN CONFLICT WITH OTHER USERS?

There can be 10, a 100, or even a 1,000 hikers in a given area, and except
for those actually passed on the trail, no one is aware of one another.
However, the noise of one motorcycle bouncing off valley walls can disrupt
people's peace and quiet for miles around. Motorcyclists claim when they
drive to a nice spot they can turn their motors off and enjoy the same peace
and quiet that hikers do. This is partly true, but it says nothing about
how many people the machine disturbed before it was turned off.
Executive orders 11644 and 11989 state that "ORVs would be allowed only
where there was a minimal conflict between ORV users and various types of
non-motorized recreation."
Unfortunately, except where there is an overwhelming safety conflict, the
Forest Service has pretty much ignored this order.
The Forest Service has no rules ignoring who has the right of way on their
trails. However, because of their size, horses have "right of way" over
motorcycles and hikers, even hikers with heavy packs and small children, so
horse riders don't mind other users. Because of their speed, motorcycles
have "the right of way" over hikers, so they don't mind the hikers.
Furthermore, meeting horse riders and hikers gives credibility to their
beinq on a real trail and not a miniature motorcycle road, so most
motorcyclists enjoy meeting other users.
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Hikers complain about the damage horses do to trails but generally do not
mind meeting them. However, to find out how hikers feel about sharing
trails with motorcycles, the Washington Trails Association at random
included 180 self-addressed postcards with a general mailing sent to 6,000
people interested in hiking.
The postcards asked five questions, and of the 180 cards mailed, 105 were
returned (which is considered an amazing number from a "junk mail"
mailing). The tally is as follows:
0
*5
66
25
9

Enjoy meeting motorcycles while hiking
Tolerate meeting a few motorcycles on trails
Do not like meeting any motorcycles when hiking
Will not hike on any trail used by motorcycles
Hike only in Wilderness where there are no machines

•Three of the 5 who "tolerated a few motorcycles" also said they didn't like
meeting them. In addition to answering the questions, 46 squeezed in
comments that were not complimentary to ORVs nor the Forest Service for
allowing them on trails.
The survey may not be scientific but it shows that by encouraging motorized
use on "multiple use trails," hikers are discouraged and "multiple use"
becomes a "single use ORV trail."
Some Forest Service people, serious students of the forest, recognize that
machines have no place on trails. Others, while not absolute fans of the
wheels themselves, believe they are "reasonable" compromisers, and I've had
them tell me, "Hikers and motorcyclists are just going to have to learn to
live with each other" and "Hikers are selfish not to share trails."
But we can't. A major reason hikers go hiking is to get away from the 90% of
the world that is full up with wheels. Until the middle 1960s, once on the
trail we were free of the noise and pollution in which we lived and worked.
Now where can we escape? To the trails in national parks and wildernesses?
Many are already so full of people fleeing from machines a person needs a
permit to enter.
Often I ponder "multiple use". In the 1930s, when I started hiking, it
meant horses and hikers. Even in the 1940s, and 1950s that's what it meant,
and into the 1960s. Then machines began to appear on our trails and when we
questioned the Forest Service, they justified their passive acceptance of
the new user by saying "this is multiple use." They certainly didn't ask
hikers and horsemen about this new addition to a growing company of
backcountry travelers. If they had, they'd have received about a 95% "NO!
NEVER! vote — and the problem never would have been started. But without
any public discussion of the impact on the environment, on the conflict with
other user groups, the Forest Service let the wheels run free on multiple
use trails and thereby founded an industry that never should have had a
market.
NO. 3

IS THERE ENOUGH SPACE AND MONEY TO ACCOMMODATE MOTORCYCLES
ON FOREST SERVICE TRAILS?

An average hiker gets a day's pleasure out of
riders use 18 to 35 miles a day and to get the
Forest Service must provide motorcycles with
invariably involves expensive reconstruction

traveling 8-15 miles. Horse
same amount of pleasure, the
30-80 miles of trail, which
of existing trails.

The Forest Service trails were originally built for horses to carry
personal and equipment for fire protection and were adequate for the dozen
or so pack strings that traveled them each year. Many of us can remember
the 1930s when we could hike for days without meeting either horses or other
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hikers, but that changed in the 1950s. Fire patrols switched from horses
to airplanes and trails are now dominated by recreational users. Most of
the original trails are still suitable for hikers, but many could not stand
up to increased horse and motorcycle use, so they now need rebuilding.
Even though horses represents less than 10% of the trail use, the Forest
Service tradition of building trails for horses is still evident. With the
advent of the motorcycles came banked corners like a race track, 8-foot
swaths through the forest that previously provided shade, and stepping
stones cleared from creeks to make easy fords for motorcycles.
THE ECONOMICS OF TRAILS
The Forest Service has three categories of trails. The construction and
maintenance cost varies with the category, the terrain, and the amount of
brush to be removed. The following are average costs from information
provided by the Forest Service. Not included are overhead and travel
expenses.
Three Categories of Trails.
Class 1 Primitive - may be a boot-beaten path for climbers or fishermen.
Maintained once every three years to protect resource, not for
benefit of user.
Class 2 Minimal - primarily used by hikers but can be multiple use trails
that are seldom used by horses or ORVS.
Class 3 Maximum - multiple use trails for hikers, horses, and ORVs.
They could also be heavily used "hiker only" trails such as
Snow Lake and Lake Annette.
Annual Maintenance (varies with the amount of vegetation):
Class 1 Primitive - $23.33 per mile
Class 2 Minimal - $100 average per
Class 3 Maximum - $142.00 per mile
Cost of Construction (varies greatly

($70.00 once every 3 years)
mile
and $170.00 in Wilderness
with terrain):

Class 1 Primitive - $0 to $2,000 a mile
Class 2 Minimal - $2,000 to $6,000 a mile
Class 3 Maximum - $4,000 to $12,000 a mile
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Cost per person for a day's recreation:
Additional information on building motorcycle trails comes from the 1985
trail budget which included the following: $59,258 for 9.2 miles of trail
on Manastash Ridge at $6,441 a mile; $185,107 for 16 miles of the McDonald
Ridge trail at $11,569 a mile; and $87,776 for 9 miles of the Klone PeakNorth Tommy trail at $9,752 a mile.
The average hiking trail is a bargin, especially those in Class 1 category,
but so little is known about trail use, a definite figure for each trail is
hard to come by.
There are two well documented "hiker only" trails near Snoqualmie Pass that
will serve as examples.
The first trail goes to Lake Annette, a lovely mountain lake surrounded by
forest. The trail and the lakeshore can stand considerable abuse. 6,800
hikers used the 3 1/2-mile Annette Lake trail in 1984. The yearly trail
maintenance cost was $497 and approximately $200 was spent on clean up for a
total of $697 a year of $0.10 per hiker for a day's recreation. (Trail
construction costs were written off years ago.)
The second trail, to Snow Lake, is so fragile and receives such heavy use
there are expensive problems. 10,900 people have hiked the 4 miles to Snow
Lake in 1984. $56,000 was spent to rehabilitate the meadows and build a new
trail to bypass the most fragile areas. Depreciated over a 10-year period,
this breaks down the cost to $5,600 a year, plus the annual trail
maintenance of $568, and another $2,400 for a wilderness ranger for a total
annual cost of $8,568 or $0,079 per hiker for a day's recreation.
For contrast, take 7 1/2-mile Foggy Dew a "multiple use" trail near Twisp.
The distance makes a good two-day trip for a hiker, is a little short for a
day's recreation for a horseman, and would be less than 2 hours recreation
for a motorcyclist. The trail was built in the 1930s and had always been
adequate for hikers. However, motorcyclists were doing resource damage,
so for the benefit of the ORV people, it was rebuilt at a cost of $7,000 a
mile or $52,500. Before the trail conversion, the maintenance was about
$750 a year, but it now costs about $1,069.
As a guess, based on knowledge of the trail, which is one of my favorites,
the Foggy Dew trail is used by about 200 horses, 500 motorcycles, and 1,000
hikers a year.
If the trail had been classed as "hiker only" the Forest Service would have
saved $52,500 on reconstruction cost and the maintenance would have
remained at $750 a year or $0.75 for two day's recreation. ($0.38 per day) .
If the trail was used by only horses and the motorcycles and the $52,500
depreciated over 10 years, the annual trail cost would be $6,319 or $9.03
for a day's recreation on a horse and 2 hours recreation on a motorcycle.
To accommodate motorcycle use, most of the existing trails have to be
reconstructed, costing $210,000 to $560,000 for the 30 to 80 miles of trail
they need for day's recreation plus a maintenance cost of $4,000 to $11,000
a year. At these figures, a modest trail of 50 miles used by 2,000
motorcycles a year would cost the Forest Service $17.50 for each day's
recreation.
Most of the Forest Service trails were built for occasional horse use by
forest patrols and were not constructed to withstand the heavy recreational
horse use they are getting now. Therefore, providing a suitable 25-mile
trail for 1,000 horse riders a year costs the Forest Service $17.00 per
rider for a day's recreation.
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The majority of existing trails are ideally suited for hikers and
reconstruction cost is minimal, so a day's recreation for a hiker on any
trail used by at least 1,000 hikers a year is only $0.10 to $0.79 a day.
One cannot use this simple formula on all trails as there are some remote
trails used by only a handful of hikers each year. Building new trails used
by so few people would not be cost effective, but minimal maintenance on
existing trails is as important to recreationists as maintaining the Snow
Lake trail is to the thousands of hikers that use that trail.
The Forest Service estimates that hikers account for 85% of trail use, but
what percent of their trail money is used on hikers? In Region 6 of the USForest Service, $1,000,000 was spent on trails in 1984. I am told this was
all spent for the benefit of hikers. Then I ask the question, "Just how
much of the money is actually spent on hikers' needs and how much money is
used to correct problems caused by horses and machines?" Unfortunately,
the Forest Service doesn't keep their books that way, so the following is my
estimate.
HIKER-ONLY TRAIL: Of the $1,000,000 perhaps $100,000 goes to clearing
windfalls and another $50,000 for repairing damage on "hiker only" trails.
(Spent for hikers, $150,000).
HIKER-HORSE TRAILS: Perhaps $100,000 are spent clearing windfalls for the
benefit of both hikers and horsemen (hikers outnumber horse 10:1 so hikers'
share is $90,000). $250,000 are spent repairing trails damaged by horses;
the problem being caused by horses, no part of this should be charged
against hikers. Only on the rare occasions when a bridge is built can the
cost be shared by hikers, or perhaps entirely charged to hikers.
MULTIPLE-USE TRAILS: Of the $1,000,000, perhaps $100,000 goes to clearing
windfalls. This cost is shared by the three user groups (hikers avoid many
ORV trails so hikers' share is only $30,000) . $250,000 are spent repairing
trails as a result of excessive damage by horses and machines, so unless a
bridge has been built, none of this sum is of direct benefit to hikers.
CAMPING: Horse people and motorcyclists cover so many miles in a day they
seldom camp, so campsites are mostly used by hikers ($15,000 repair cost
charge to hikers).
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In summary, I estimate that of the Forest Service's $1,000,000 trail budget
(not counting the Washington State ORV money) only $285,000 or about 28%,
was actually spent for the benefit of hikers, who account for 85% of trail
use.
The other 15% (ORVs and horse people) got 72% of the money!
I hope this estimate prompts the Forest Service to check their figures and
tell me if I'm wrong, and if so, where. Whether I'm right or not, in so
doing they will have to analyze their trail expenditures and see how little
is spent enhancing the hikers' experience.
When the economics of trails so strongly favor hikers, one wonders why the
Forest Service spends so much of its limited recreation money on horses and,
worse yet, building better trails to encourage more ORV use which sends
hikers into national parks and fragile Wilderness areas to escape the
machines. These areas are already too full of people fleeing from

HAVE YOU RENEWED YOUR MEMBERSHIP?
The North Cascades Conservation Council needs your support. It is a nonprofit, non-taxdeductible corporation. Membership in the Council
includes subscription to The Wild Cascades magazine. This lively and
informative publication is a must for anyone who wishes to know what is
going on in Washington's North Cascades. If you have not paid your dues
for 1984, please take the few moments necessary to mail them.
Unfortunately this is the last issue of The Wild Cascades which will be
mailed to members who have let their dues lapse.
I wish to support the North Cascades Conservation Council.
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The North Cascades Foundation supports the non-legislative activities of
the Council including legal and educational expenses. The Internal
Revenue Service has ruled that any contributions to this non-profit
Foundation are tax deductible under 501 (C)(3).
I wish to make a tax-deductible contribution to the Foundation to help
protect the North Cascades' scenic, scientific, educational, wildlife,
and wilderness values.
Enclosed is a contribution of $
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